
In a recent edition of Technical Support (March 2005), I reviewed
Microsoft’s new spyware detection tool MS AntiSpyware.
Although it was in beta when I reviewed it (and still is), I was

impressed by its ability to ferret out spyware that other respected spy-
ware detection tools were unable to recognize.

At the time, I recommended MS AntiSpyware with the caveat that it
was a beta program and thus certain to change. It has indeed changed,
but regrettably, for the worse. While AntiSpyware was certainly an
effective product at the time of my review, Microsoft has since under-
mined the only thing that truly matters in anti-spyware products: trust.

In recent weeks, it appears that Microsoft has softened its approach
to some suspected spyware (see sidebar), no longer urging users to
remove the applications, but merely offering a tepid warning. It does-
n’t help matters that one company getting the kid-glove treatment is
rumored to be a potential acquisition target for Microsoft.

So what is spyware? There is no real definitive answer. But, as Supreme
Court Justice Potter Stewart said of pornography, I know it when I see it. I
think most professional administrators do too, even if they can’t exactly
define it. At the very least, we recognize the symptoms: heavy resource use,
mysterious processes consuming CPU cycles, and suspicious open ports.

Even the appropriate terminology when referring to such programs is
in flux. The more nefarious members of the family are termed spyware
or malware. These sneaky applications track behavior, redirect browsers,
and modify browser search results without the users’ knowledge.

Then there are the ostensibly more benign adware products, which
offer users free software in exchange for permitting pop-up ads and
other promotional features. Although adware makers claim to be frank
about the purpose and behavior of the software, and say their products
are “safe,” it’s up to users to judge if that’s true.

But when 70% of users gladly offered their computer passwords in
exchange for a chocolate bar1, do you really want users on your net-
work deciding that a particular piece of adware is not malicious?

Further complicating matters, creators of some of these suspect pro-
grams object to any such label; either because the user has agreed to the
install (as in adware), or because the program is a legitimate, but poten-
tially dangerous, application. Every malware removal product must
tread a fine line between negligence and diligence.

I generally prefer the term spyware as most inclusive, and to me that
term encompasses adware as well. While even experienced users can
be duped into agreeing to adware’s intrusive behavior by failing to read
usage terms buried in a lengthy EULA, the element of deceit is gener-
ally strong among even the adware vendors that claim innocence. As an
administrator I don’t want any untested software on the PCs I support,
adware or otherwise.

Whatever the name for these nasties, there is no doubt that such soft-
ware is a major headache for professional administrators, but consumer
grade scanners like Microsoft’s simply aren’t up to the task of handling
the spyware menace in a corporate environment. Until recently there
were not many products aimed at spyware detection on corporate net-
works—many admins wrongly assumed firewalls, anti-virus scanners,
and other enterprise-level security tactics would sufficiently protect
their networks.

However, Sunbelt Software recognized the growing threat (and market
opportunity) quite early. Their spyware detection product “CounterSpy,”
was one of the first commercial products to confront spyware, and one of
the first to offer enterprise-scale network scanning for spyware.

COUNTERSPY ENTERPRISE 1.5
BY SUNBELT SOFTWARE

Requirements
The CounterSpy Server and Administrator Console system require-

ments are fairly modest. Realistically, any business-grade server will
meet the needs of CounterSpy, although CounterSpy is a bit RAM hun-
gry, needing 100-150MB. I found performance acceptable running
both the server and console on a Pentium III/700Mhz test system.

For the server, Windows 2000 (Server or Pro), XP Pro, and Windows
2003 Server are all supported. NT4 diehards are out of luck, however—nei-
ther the console nor the server support NT4, although the client agent does.

The administrator console may be installed on the server itself, or
reside on a separate admin station. The only notable requirement for
the console is the .NET framework, and the CounterSpy Server requires
Microsoft Data Access Components (MDAC) version 2.6 or above.

The workstation agent runs on all Windows 32-bit versions, and even
supports Terminal Services and Citrix environments. The agent nomi-
nally requires a first-generation Pentium of 200Mhz, and 96MB of
RAM. The agent consumed about 20 MB of RAM during scans in my
tests. Performance on a Pentium II/366 (well beyond the typical life-
cycle of most corporate PCs) was acceptable.

Agent CPU usage during scans can be set from the admin console to
minimize the disruption to remote users on older workstations. However,
users of faster machines are unlikely to even notice the agent operating.

Unfortunately, CounterSpy Enterprise only provides protection
against Internet Explorer threats. This is a small matter for the time
being as IE is the mandated browser in 90% of corporate environments2.
Still, users of the upstart browser Firefox are left out in the cold.

For now, it doesn’t matter much since Firefox avoids many of the IE’s
risks of contracting spyware, in part by avoiding ActiveX and certain
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DHTML features, which make Firefox unacceptable for many corporate
environments. However, I hope CounterSpy will make an effort to pro-
tect Firefox as it evolves beyond its current limitations in corporate envi-
ronments and gains market share.

Pricing and Support
A license for ten client machines is priced at $255. At 100 clients,

the per seat charge drops considerably, with the package priced at
$1795. All packages come with one year of support. There is no limit
to the number of administrator console deployments—a thoughtfully
realistic approach to licensing that should ease complex remote office
and widespread decentralized deployments.

Installation
Server and Console installation is straightforward, with the excep-

tion of the need to designate ports for Agent and Console communica-
tions. Port defaults are set at ports 18082 to 18089. CounterSpy
reporting, update, and policy services depend on these, and you may
need to open firewalls to allow them access.

Agent installation is performed via a push method, as long as you
have admin rights on the target workstation. Other deployment meth-
ods are available as well, such as MSI installers, scripted logins, group
policies, or utilities such as Microsoft Systems Management Server.
Even manual installers (executables) can be created for deployment to
those dinosaur systems that always seem to be lurking somewhere in
every company. However, this brings up one annoyance: deploying
agents via MS Group Policy Objects is needlessly tedious, requiring a
separate tool (“MSI Transform Tool”) available free from Sunbelt.

Operation
CounterSpy Enterprise uses a straightforward toolbar/task-pane

model for its management interface. While the interface is not a paragon
of intuitive design, it gets the job done and I had no trouble navigating
through it without even so much as a glance at the quickstart guide.

In my testing, I encountered only one minor issue: CounterSpy
would not accept security credentials and so would not let me log in to
the administrative console. I suspect this is related to standby or hiber-
nation of the administration workstation. Whatever the cause, a quick
search of Sunbelt’s support forums provided the resolution (a reboot, of
course!), and a note that the bug fix would be coming in the next
release. That answer came from a Sunbelt technician, which is a pleas-
ant contrast to many product support forums that seem to put the onus
of answering technical questions back on other product users.

Agent behavior is defined via policies, and target machines are added
to that policy. There is no limit to the number of policies that may be
defined, but grouping and organizing policies for different domains and
locations can become cumbersome for sophisticated networks.

I appreciated that agents may be set to allow trusted users to per-
form manual scans. This is a good way to diagnose off-line or remote
systems with the help of an on-site power user. It’s also a great way
for savvy users with the wherewithal to suspect they may have con-
tracted spyware to take prompt action before the next scheduled scan
by the agent.

Scanning by agents is of two types, a quick or a deep scan. This is con-
figurable to the target systems needs, such as exposure to the Internet,
user behavior, and user ability. Discovered threats can be addressed by a
range of actions from “ignore” to “delete,” using a simple drop-down
menu in the “Policy” task window. For applications deemed spyware that

are actually false positives (or otherwise incorrect), an application
whitelist may be designated in the policy tab.

Not unlike a virus-scanner, threats can also be intercepted by the
workstation agent in realtime based on administrator set values; events
such as .INI file remaps, Winsock changes, or changes to the registry
or startup files can be monitored and blocked.

CounterSpy’s reporting features are excellent. Reporting is handled
by a centrally stored database—using either MS Access (the default) or
for those with larger, more complex reporting needs, SQL. A conven-
ient executive summary provides pie charts of the most prevalent type
of threat on your network and the administrator can drill-down into the
history of individual workstations and the type and name of found spy-
ware to spot trends. Finally, results can be exported to major formats
such as MS Excel or Crystal Reports and scan alerts can be emailed to
the administrator responsible.

CONCLUSION

I found CounterSpy’s policy-based operation to be effective and easy
to set up, and scanning of remote systems was fast and reasonably
unobtrusive for end-users.

However, ease of use is irrelevant if the product fails to protect your
systems. Fortunately, during the week or so of my testing, the
CounterSpy spyware threats database was updated almost daily. Such
an assiduous update cycle is comforting, and while no scanner is unfail-
ingly successful in detecting spyware, CounterSpy stands at the top of
the heap in effectiveness. The few false positives I received were a
small price to pay for such thorough detection.

NaSPA member Jim Justen is the NaSPA VP of Shareware. He worked in
broadcast engineering in the early ’80s, and as the “electronics guy,” was
assigned to support early PCs, networks and embedded systems.
1 http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/technology/3639679.stm
2 http://www.pixelbridge.com/articles/index.php?p=86
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Sunbelt Software: http://www.sunbelt-software.com
Spyware watch blog: http://www.netrn.net/spywareblog/

Likes:
� Highly effective detection and removal
� Reasonably priced
� Rapid scanning and efficient resource usage
� Excellent reporting features
� Frequent threat definition updates and effective detection
� Detailed agent policy control

Dislikes:
� Minor tendency towards false positives on wanted programs.
� Browser protection limited to Internet Explorer.
� Deploying agents via MS Group Policy Objects is needlessly

tedious, requiring separate tool (“MSI Transform Tool”)
� No option for restricting access-level within console (to

delegate tasks to junior administrators)


